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This title consists of fantastic collaboration of the three internationally-renowned artists in the field of

erotic illustrations Hajime Sorayama, Rockin Jelly Bean and Katsuya Terada and is showcasing

high quality and tasteful art works at each turn of the page. These Great Masters begin each section

with a personal introduction of their fellow artist, so the readers can enjoy their comments, and at

the same time, understand their mutual influence on each other.There is no doubt that this

large-sized title will be a treasured book for erotic art lovers and fans of these artists. Also it is a

good reference book for those wishing to learn the ways of erotic illustration.
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Insanely captivating erotic artbook from three fine artists, uncensored. Large print book little over

14" by 10". About 74-76 pages, unnumbered. The one I ordered is paperback but the dust cover is

very sturdy and glossy. Interesting artwork underneath the dust cover too. Book caught my eye in a

Kinokuniya sample but was censored (the actual book won't be censored). I'd recommend flipping

through one if you live near a Japanese book retailer that supplies this before buying.Great artwork

from all 3. Sorayama's artwork has a deep western feel to it while RJB's (Rockin Jelly Bean) artwork

cultivates a graffiti/pastel style that lends itself to 70s-80s style artwork. I particularly dig Terra's

(Terada) art style which has a strong doll-like resemblance. Sorayama's artworks are complete

while a few select pieces are from Terra's notebook sketches in ink. Very impressive still for

tearouts! Just look up Terra's public drawing on a Kinokuniya storefront. Not easy but he pulls it

off!RJB's methodology also resonates with me as he commonly starts with pencil and then transfers



to a digital format. He also has a few select works in uncolored and colored stages. Also noticed

Terra's canvas drawings (lately, I've been painting oil on canvas) and although the texture of the

canvas is conspicuous in those select pieces, it gives a grungy, endearing style. Noticing the beauty

mark motif in Sorayama's artworks--- not my taste but interesting element. His art is also the most

realistic of the three. At the end of the book are a few photos of their works displayed in a

pan-exotica art gallery and the three artists posed together.Great artbook from three masters. Will

look into future works from these fellows, particularly Terra.

Length:   0:39 Mins

To see more pictures from the book, please visit my blog via my  profile link.Pussy Cat ! Kill ! Kill !

Kill ! is an art book featuring erotic art work by 3 renowned Japanese artists; Hajime Sorayama,

Rockin'Jelly Bean and Katsuya Terada. The illustrations found in the book are taken from the art

exhibition of the same name held at the Ginza Vanilla Gallery in April 2014.High quality, tastefully

illustrated erotic art work by three of the best artists working out there right now.Some technically

notes - the huge size of the book certainly shows off the beautiful prints to great effect. Most of the

art work featured in the book have never been published before.For more erotic art work by these 3

artists, I recommend these art books :Relativision: Hajime Sorayama (Japanese Edition)Japan

Illustration*the Birth of Rockin'jelly Bean ART Work Book NEWDragon Girl and Monkey King: The

Art of Katsuya Terada

It arrived relatively quickly and in perfect condition. This was definitely worth the buy the art in it is

amazing. I'll be on the lookout for anymore of these types of releases.

Great poster sized art work from three master artists. (My copy is already separating. I wish it had

been done in hardback.)
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